LIT FIBER HIGH SPEED TRANSPORT SERVICES
LIT FIBER REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 2023-101

E-rate Funding Year 2023-2024

RFP Questions and Answers dated 11-14-22

NOTICE TO ALL BIDDERS:

This supplemental Questions and Answers is made a part of above-entitled specifications for Morgan Hill Unified School District.

This RFP Questions and Answers shall become a part of RFP documentation for project named above.

Question and Answer listed below. Answers appears in red type:

Q: Do you need a Managed Router included (Do you have an existing managed routers)?

   A: No

Q: Multi-Mode or Single Mode needed at the handoff

   A: Single Model

Q: On pg 3 #7 Demark Extension do you foresee any extra work needed?

   A: It's possible if new fiber lines need to be pulled